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GRAND WALL

T  Radula Tooth V4                                   s ¢
Start on a sloping shelf. Traverse right across the face and 
then pull the lip using seam holds. (Mike Chapman, 2009)

This problem is on the trail that traverses the base of 
the Grand Wall. Hike up to the base, turn right and 
then walk to a triangular-shaped face that's seen just 
before you reach the edge of the rockfall debris zone. 

U  Muff Chest V3                                     ¢
Climb the right-leaning arête on the downhill face of the 
boulder from a standing start, palming and smearing the 
entire way.     (Stu Worrall, Andrew Boyd, Tim Doyle, 1997)

A small cluster of large boulders (The Star Destroy-
ers) is found on the edge of the 2021 rockfall debris. 
They were developed before this event and the fol-
lowing problems remain intact despite the impact on 
the immediate environment. To approach, traverse 
beneath The Snail and pick up a faint trail that heads 
diagonally up the slope for 75 m or so. As you near 
the boulders, the route becomes partially obscured by 
blowdown and rock debris. 

V  Jack's Corner V5                                     ¢
Start in the corner and crank up the right-hand face to 
reach the boulder's upper arête.       (Jack Fieldhouse, 2018)

W  A Series of
Unfortunate Events V10   + p ¢
Jump start to a large flat edge in the middle of the face. 
Shorter climbers may have to stack pads since the edge is 
quite high. Sidepull features above lead to a scoop in the 
upper slab and a very airy finish slightly to the right. One 
of the best hard highballs in town! The overhanging arête 
to the left of this line will produce yet another brilliant 
highball when complete. The feature is tall and striking 
and has just enough features to be workable. It's been 
toproped, but not bouldered.             (Jeremy Smith, 2018)

X  The Sail V11                                         ¢
Climb along the right side of the low curved boulder, 
starting with a good horizontal pinch. Shorter climbers 
may have to stack pads to start. Name for the boulder's 
shape, which is wild.                          (Ben Harnden, 2020)

Scramble up the debris right of The Sail to get onto the 
upper platform where the Low Lows block is perched. 
Scramble a bit higher to reach Alderaan Roof, the 
small boulder split by a crack. 

Y  Low Lows V2                                   r ¢
Start seated very low matched on a big pinch. Go to the 
lip and slightly right to top out.         (Jeremy Smith, 2020)

Z  Alderaan Roof V2                                    ¢
This problem is on a small boulder sitting on top of the 
right side of the Unfortunate Events face. Start as far back 
under the roof as you can and climb the short, widening 
roof crack to the top.    (Jeremy Smith, Andrew Boyd, 2020)
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